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the Seedhead News 
As Promised-

Garden Reports from Our Members 
The following crop reports came to us included in 

membership surveys (for a full report on the survey, see 
the last Seedhead News). We crave this sort of informa
tion. If you have any news on how our crops performed 
for you, please send it in. We hope to include reports 
such as these as a regular feature. [Answers to questions 

are shown in bold-italic type and are from the collective 

experience of the staff.] 

Too soon to tell, but so far Isleta blue com seems to be 
producing better than Hopi blue com. I've had lots of 
trouble with aphids (any ideas?) [hose off aphids as they 

appear] and since the Isleta com is taller, they seem to 
have a harder time climbing as high as the ears. I noticed 
several tassels with kernels on the Hopi com, and one of 
Isleta com plants (and only one) has red silks. Interest
ing! I do confess, I've been giving the com more water 
than perhaps it needs. By the way, I'm in the Central 
Valley near Sacramento (slightly cooler than parts 
farther north or south) and the soil is a heavy clay loam, 

Illustrations in circles (Lima Beans, Tobacco & Squash) which 
accompany this article are by Paul Mirocha. 

quite fertile. Prompt me again and I'll give you more 
reports - I have "born-again gardener" enthusiasm as 
I've returned to gardening this year after a 10-year lapse! 
-Chris Laning, California 

These last two years I have eliminated tomato 
hornworms and com earworms by planting lots of 
marigolds on each side of them. Haven't had a single 
worm in two years and have done nothing else to get rid 
of them. 
-John P. Reynolds, Washington 

My chief interest is in chiles. Because of my small city 
lot, space is very limited and I do lots of planting in pots. 
I usually find that seeds from a few pepper pods I let fall 
on the ground below the plants sprout best. 
-Harold L. Dittmer, Los Angeles 

Just this year I ordered one pack of Chile Negro seeds 
and gave the leftover seeds and, later, leftover plants to 
the Cincinnati Civic Garden Center for their neighbor
hood garden program. Although it's not yet harvest 
time, they look great so far. Very prolific. It's been 
unusually wet in Cincinnati ( 10 inches of rain above 
normal!). Some of the fruits are very dark so I think 
they're just about done. The minimum germination time 
was 5 days (about what my other chile plants were 
doing). I planted two Chile Negro on June 2, 1989; that 
was 7 1  days after planting the seeds (they could have 
gone out sooner but I needed to prepare a spot for them). 
They've been outside 95 days; one plant has 19 fruits 
(larger than one inch) and the other has 23 pods. Nothing 

continued on page 3 



Good Gourd! They've Taken Over the Yard! 
Art Block, a Native SeedS/SEARCH Tucson 

member, grew Tohono O'odham Bilobal Gourds last year 
(90 gourds from four plants) and wrote about his experi
ence in two letters to a good friend in Berkeley, Califor
nia, from which we reprint the following with his 
permission: 

"June 3, 1989 ... I'm sitting here on the back porch 
looking at the gourd vines and yes, once again, they've 
grown their daily 4 inches! They are taking over the back 
yard in a very serious way. 

Remember the 15' long bench on top of the 
retaining wall? Well, vines have already reached the end 
and will soon hide it like they've done to the trellis. And 
vines grow up and through the ramada's decorative solar 
block south wall; some have even grabbed hold of the 
potted yucca in the ramada. 

I planted the Tohono O'odham gourds with a desire 
for some indigenous green growing in the backyard for 
the summer, but I had no idea they would be so prolific. 
One would think they would know better than to expend 
so much energy in this heat, but they're "natives"; I'm 
not. There's a lesson to be learned here. 

Much of my delight comes from the amount of 
personal energy put out just getting them to survive: 
scarifying the seeds, carefully planting and watering and 
sunning till a few seedlings germinated. Then organi
cally enriching the garden soil, making the wells, 
building the ten-foot trellis and finally transplanting the 
seedlings. Now I carefully water each day and hand 
pollinate each female blossom. 

Let me tell you about the plant; these leaves have 
the look and texture of Navajo crushed velvet and rather 

than growing pie-plate flat, they curl inward 
in a gentle cone around their stems. It's 
through this oval void at the center of the 
cone that flower stems often grow, blossom 
and flower - yin and yang, lingam and yoni. 
The five pure white crepe-paper, iris-like 
petals surround a sun yellow center, both 
colors contrasting wonderfully with green 
leaves and vines. 

The flowers live but 
one day and within another 
day or two, one can tell if 
the blossom was germinated 
because it takes on a glossy, 

green freshness and 
begin to enlarge, then ��p" puff, quickly like a .::-- ' child's balloon it 
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color and shape of frosted lightbulbs with an overglaze 
of green. They seem to glow in the daytime as indirect 
sunlight reflects up on them under their canopy of 
protecting leaves. 

I think I have ten gourds pretty well grown, though 
it's hard to tell as the leaves quickly hide the young 
gourds, protecting them from the sun and my calculating 
eyes. For this reason, like squash and melons, there is 
always the element of discovery and delight. 

As an artist, I thought you'd be amused at my 
awkward sketch. I don't feel I've captured the essence of 
the leaves and blossoms. The only parts that please me 
somewhat are the new leaves and tendrils. I feel a little 
of the growing energy in the spontaneity of the drawing. 
Difficult to capture these constantly changing forms." 

"September 3, 1989 ... Half the backyard is a soft 
mass of green. At this point the vines have also grown 
vertically and covered everything in the raised planter. In 
fact the growth is so thick you can't even see it is a 
planter! There's no large barrel cactus or yucca (though 
the flower spike triumphantly sticks up through the mass 
of tangled vines and leaves to let you know there is a 
yucca under there, somewhere) and the prickly pears, 
agaves and rosemary are completely submerged in the 
green flood. So is the catclaw vine growing up the wall. 
Now the vines are growing on the Big Cane beyond the 
wall bending some over and continuing to grow off into 
space. Nice 3-D effect! 

One vine has grown up and around the wind chime, 
silencing it. Still others are growing up and through the 
picnic table. 

Things are getting so bad that last week I had to 
call in federal negotiators who were trying to get my 
yard back to me. They said they had serious doubts they 
could do it without some police action - a quick attack 
against the plants with machetes and agent orange. Of 
course, I refused. That carnage just isn't worth it so I 
could have my backyard again! 

I seem to see about 50 gourds, which isn't bad con
sidering the care they were receiving these past nine 
weeks I was gone wasn't as thorough as I give. Now that 
I've been giving double soakings each day and hand 
pollinating the blossoms again, there seems to be a 
profusion of new "gourdlets" - a new generation of 
perhaps 10 gourds. Charlie was taking care of them for 
about 3 weeks. It seems he really got into them, too. He 
said that about the time he took over a new blight hit the 
vines, the leaves got powdery white and died. He 
carefully cleared out the dead stuff and continued to 
water them. He thought perhaps they were shutting 
down, their lifecycle completed. This wasn't the case, 
though, as they came back with vigorous new growth 
covering over the dead vines . 

He wants to take seeds back to Brazil, he's so 
impressed. Fortaleza, Brazil's climate is somewhat like 
our own they should do well. I told him I'll give him the 
seeds, he's earned them, but I warned him I won't be 
responsible for the international incident when the vines 
take over the country and Brazil declares a state of war 
with us! That's his problem." 



Garden Reports, Continued 
has attacked the plants so far. Slugs damage was signifi

cant in other parts of my garden but not in the tiny plot 

that has the Chile Negro (I guest they haven't found out 

about it yet). A pre-harvest nibble: these guys are hot 

(but I'm from the Midwest). 

One last thing, when I try drying chile pods, some 

grow mold. Do you know of any methods that reduce or 

eliminate the mold growth in drying chiles? [Separate 

chiles on screen and provide drier air by leaving them 

in the sun, gas oven with pilot light on and door ajar, or 

top of refrigerator. Some thick-fleshed chile varieties, 

such as jalapenos, are usually pickled or cured by 

smoking., 

-Bob Wait, Ohio 

The varieties I have had luck with at several sites within 

Tempe, Arizona, are the following: Guarijio Red Sweet 

Com, Durango Blonde Amaranth, Santo Domingo 

Cassava Melons, and Mrs. Bum's Lemon Basil. Except 

for the basil, I've saved seeds of all of these and given 

some (amaranth, red sweet com) away. 

My squash plants (primarily Mayo Blusher) have 

never done well. They always seem to get lots of aphids 

followed by some sort of virus that causes the leaves to 

emerge stunted. Is this fusariam wilt? [Aphids will 

spread virus; hose off aphids as they appear., Or it 

could be that the compost I am using does not reach a 

high enough temperature to destroy all pathogens. Since 

Mayo Blusher is so delicious I'm going to keep trying. 

-David Valenciano, Arizona 

The weather and climate here is so different from where 

you are that it is interesting to me to read abo�t th� high 

and low desert and the rain patterns and the hlstonc ways 

the people invented to garden that kind of land. I have to 

admit that when I visited my sister in New Mexico, I was 

thirsty almost all the time - maybe I would get used to 

it if I stayed. All the seeds I have gotten from you have 

done well - the coriander, the beans, the chiles and the 

Indigofera sUffruticosa. 

-Martin Beadle, Maryland 

Tarahumara (mixed colors) pole beans did not perform 

as well as other Native American varieties - Cherokee 

Trail of Tears and Anasazi - but were better than some 

modem ones. Martynia [Devil's Claw] did super. I had 

lots of seed to save and trade through Seed Savers 

Exchange and National Gardening's seed swap. Some 

years Arkansas (the northwest comer) is dry like the 

desert - this year we had abundant rainfall. Peppers, 

tomatillos and okra do well in the dry years. 

-Katherine Dama, Arkansas 

Our garden is near Fort Collins at an elevation of about 

4900 feet. We get about 14" of rainfall a year and we 
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watered at least an inch per week through summer. The 

Red Dye Amaranth does very well here - some plants 

yielded up to 4 cups of grain. Isleta Pueblo Melon was 

an extremely heavy producer of huge melons (one melon 

the size of two large cantaloups). Some melons produced 

green fruit and others produced orange fruit. Interesting 

to see two colors of fruit from one plant. Very fragrant 

fruit and sweet. Couldn't get Chimayo Melon and 

Guarijio Grain to germinate. I got a very good crop of 

good sized Mottled Orange Lima Beans, but it has 

pushed the limits of our season - early October and 

about three-fourths are still green pods. 

-Floyd Wright, Colorado 

We're at 7000 feet, on a limestone reef, hence the raised 

beds with plenty of compost, manure, cover crops, etc. 

Mt. Pima Vavuli Squash was planted once and never 

appeared. A year later it came up in a different bed 

(which I now know is characteristic around here -

whether it's the compost, or the birds, etc.) and wound 

itself all around the chicken-wire cage we use for each 

bed to keep out the forest animals. There were flowers, 

and one tiny fruit. This year, it has come up again, in 

another box, winding around, flowering profusely -

almost all male - and there have been perhaps three 

tiny fruits (which shrivel). From a vegetative standpoint, 

these squash "does well" unless you want something 

edible besides the flowers. [Squash varieties can be 

identified by leaf characteristics., 

-Lorette Zirker, New Mexico 
continued next page 

Can You Grow Us Some Teps? 
Native Seeds/SEARCH seeks an experienced farmer 

to grow for us this year 500 to 1,000 pounds of cleaned 

brown teparies. We've run out of this popular food, and 

with no source in sight we need someone's help! We can 

supply seed. Please call (602) 327-9123. 



Garden Reports, Continued 
JI 1 Our com was planted somewhat earlier than some of our 

more sun sensitive plants. They acted as nurse plants 
shading new seedlings, tomatoes and peppers. When 
cows broke into the garden and ate the com, the greens, 
peppers and tomatoes wilted. The teparies and lima 
beans planted at the base of the com survived the cows 
but were decimated by the gophers. Any hints on getting 
rid of gophers? [Drop your fence one foot below the 

ground or get some cats. See Ynez's letter below.] 

-Kevin & Suzan Craig, Arizona 

I've had very good success with I'itoi's Onions, but not 
in open ground. The first two years I lost the sets to 
gophers. The next year I planted sets in a redwood box 
and since that time they have produced well enough for 
eating and seed sets. Now you may think I'm a bit 
careless in letting gophers into my 50'xlOO' garden. Not 
so. This being wild country where bear, deer, raccoon, 
rabbit and gophers still roam free, it's a race, at times, to 
see who will harvest what crops when. One year, 1986, I 
trapped twenty gophers and three moles during the 
growing season. They weren't suppose to eat onions but 
they cleaned me out, not only of onions but chile pepper 
plants, too. The next year I was given some of those so
called "gopher plants" which were "guaranteed" to 
discourage gophers from entering your garden. I duti
fully planted them around one small garden plot I have 
in back of my main bam. The gophers were delighted. 
No sooner had I planted the gopher plants when I had 
more gophers - neighbors from across the way come to 
join the fun! 
-Y nez D. Haase, California 

We have had outstanding success with Piedra Verdes 
Mayo Watermelon - recently, a second crop appeared 
on the vines, much to our surprise and delight. It is 
grown in a pit to help capture and hold every spare drop 
of water. Our box turtle roams the area (she loves those 
watermelon vines!) and keeps the unwanted insect 
population in check. Our raised bed method works very 
well, despite some friends' doubts and the intense dry 
heat we usually have in summer. We have also grown 
Hopi Black Dye Sunflowers for two years now and 
always have enough for us, the birds, next season's 
seeds, and, of course, friends who marvel at the multiple 
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heads. Another favorite of ours that just doesn't know 
when to stop growing is Mrs. Bums' Famous Lemon 
Basil. We let this versatile herb reseed itself last year, 
but had such an abundance this year, we began harvest
ing the seed for distribution to our friends. All summer 
long, we invited friends over for a Basil Burger barbecue 
- when they commented on the tasty burgers, we'd 
present them with a sample of the dried leaves, a young 
plant for their garden and, in some cases, more seed. 
Dessert after the burgers? The watermelon, of course! 
-Kathie Sholly, Phoenix 

I live in Denver, which is technically in the Southwest, 
but is very different from most of the Southwest. Usually 
not as hot as Arizona, we have a 90-120 day growing 
season. It just takes trial and error with the NS/S seeds. 
Tepary beans don't do too well. Chile peppers do awful 
here. Devil's Claw does well after it's transplanted, but I 
have trouble germinating it, even if I peel the seeds. 
[These three crops need hotter conditions.] Seems like 
the germination rate falls drastically each year that old 
seed is kept. [True.] Isleta Blue Com does pretty well, as 
long as it isn't crowded. Hopi Red Dye Amaranth and 
Tarahumara Tomatillos come up as "volunteers." I grow 
a giant Cucurbita maxima squash that I grew out for you 
in 1986 [probably Mayo Blusher]; I grow a couple plants 
every year and harvest several 30 lb. squash. It is one of 
the best and easiest of any that I have grown. 
-Victoria Marie Bunsen, Denver 

Blue Flour Com and Blonde Grain Amaranth have 
flourished in our Ann Arbor garden, although raccoons 
are eating the com. Tepary beans are doing moderately 
well. Squash, planted at the base of the com, is feeble. 
[Squash probably needs more light at your longitude.] 

Tobacco either did not germinate or was washed out in 
an early rainstorm. Unfortunately, Panic Grass also did 
not do well up here. 
-Sandy Dunavan, Michigan 

Bisbee Red Cowpeas are a roaring success. Currently in 
the field are two or three hundred pounds of dried Bisbee 
Red Cowpeas. Guarijio Okra was also a great success. 
It's good! Presently being grown and enjoyed by Keith 
Jones, Director of Texas Department of Agriculture's 
Organic Certification Division. 
-Charlie Townsend, Texas 

I only grow open-pollinated varieties and usually buy 
seeds from "alternative" and regional seed companies. 
So far, I have always been able to find an open-polli- \:' 
nated variety that would out-perform hybrids in the traits 
that I'm interested. For some time, my only problem was 
sweet com; that is, until I discovered NS/S's Cocopah 



sweet corn! My wife finally admitted that I truly found a 
� open-pollinated corn for my micro-climate. I'm 
close to the San Francisco Bay on the "mid-peninsula," 
winters cool and wet, summers are characterized by cool 
evenings. My soil is very heavy clay. In an urban area, I 
have not one square inch of land that gets sun from sun
up to sun-down because of other buildings and trees. 
Nevertheless, Cocopah doesn't seem to mind. I person
ally prefer the full-bodied texture of this com as opposed 
to the sickly sweet textureless varieties in supermarkets. 
My kids (and Daddy) like the colorful red, white and 
blue kernels. My first packet was planted one-third of 
each color. I got back two-thirds blue and the rest about 
equal red and white. The latest batch from NS/S seems 
rather different - much lighter. So far, white is pre
dominating by far. I'm glad I managed to save some 
seed from the first batch and am growing some from 
each batch this year. Am I experiencing "genetic drift?" 
[Our crops, unlike most you'd get from a seed company, 

express very diverse characteristics. It's great that 

you're saving seeds - we encourage everybody to save 

seed. We may not offer the same varieties each year.] 

-Clint Kraft, California 

Varieties that do well in Berkeley, California ( 120 days): 
Tarahumara Beans - Carpinteros, Cinco Minutos, Pink 
Green Bean (especially productive), Star, Estacas; Wild 
Common Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris mexicana); Hopi 
String Bean; Mrs. Burns Lemon Basil; and Guarijio 
Makuchi (highly productive). 
-Mark Futterman, California 

One container-grown Hopi Squash was just beautiful and 
had 23 (!) nice well-formed fruit that were growing fast. 
I was looking forward to enjoying fresh immature ones 
in a few days when the local power plant showered us 
with a toxic emission from its smokestacks. I do not 
know what is in this particle matter, but unless removed 
immediately it will pit the surface of an automobile and 
eat down into the steel body as well as take the paint 
from the side of the house. We had three such emission 
blasts within less than a two week period so it com
pletely wiped out my Hopi Squash, my Tepary Beans, 
and damaged the Chiltepines (they were partly shielded 
by plastic). I shall try again in '90. 
-Esther M. Baldwin, California 

A native crop, Apias americana (groundnut), is being 
developed at Louisiana State University as a high-protein 
food for Third World countries. It has a wide geographi
cal range, from New England to Louisiana and west to 
Missouri. The plant produces both edible seeds and 
tubers. I believe your members might be interested in 
trying it. For information and trial samples, write: Dr. 
William Blackman, Dept. of Horticulture, Louisiana 
State Univ., Baton Rouge, LA 70803. 
-unsigned survey 
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This year I tried some Nicotiana rustica. I started it in 
flats in late winter, which proved to be unnecessary due 
to its surprisingly short season. I transplanted the plants 
to my garden in mid-April and was able to begin 
harvesting by mid-July. The plants grew very well once 
temperatures began to climb into the 80s. Smoking 
quality was surprisingly good, especially of the dried 
blossoms (considered to be a treat by some tribes). 
Topping (removing the upper leaves and pinching off 
buds in order to concentrate plant energy) seemed to 
improve leaf quality. Nicotine content was apparently 
quite high judging from the buzz received from a single 
pipe-full. Additionally, a tremendous amount of seed 
was produced. 
-Kelly Gregg, Kansas 

Growers Network Suspended 
By Linda Parker 

In the past we have offered members an opportu
nity to participate in our conservation efforts through our 
Growers Network. Interested gardeners were given seeds 
from our collection and asked to grow and evaluate the 
crops. Some of our collections are literally handfuls of 
seeds obtained from subsistence farmers in the Sierra 
Madres of Mexico or collections may be sent to us from 
members who obtained small seed samples from Pueblos 
in northern New Mexico. 

While members enthusiastically responded to our 
need for Growers Network gardeners, the return of seed 
has been disappointing. We all experience frustrations 
with arid land gardening, insect infestations, vacations 
and busy work schedules that can contribute to garden 
failures. But to ou� valuable collection, we've seen some 
depletion of seed stock as we mailed out packets of seeds 
each year, and little was returned. In addition, our staff 
time has not been adequate to coordinate the program. 
Efforts to fund a staff person to oversee the Growers 
Network have been unsuccessful. 

For these reasons, we have decided to suspend the 
current program. If you have requested information 
about the program, or have been a previous participant, 
we encourage you to continue to grow and save seeds 
that are in our Seedlisting. We are always open to 
buying, trading or receiving gifts of your surplus seed. 
Garden reports are valuable to our knowledge of these 
crops, and their performance in different environments is 
information we can share with others. 

We hope to change our grow out strategy in the 
direction of larger scale (farmer) production and public 
gardens such as national monuments or botanical 
gardens, and try to give some help with problems that 
arise. 



Handspinning Home-grown Cotton 
By Laurel Dunlap (copyright 1990) 

As a handspinner, weaver and home gardener, my 
interest in growing cotton extends well beyond a 
curiosity with this beautiful plant. My first attempt at 
growing cotton was a great success. Here in the low 
desert of Mesa, Arizona, Gossypium hirsutum, Hopi 
Ceremonial Short Stapled upland cotton, grew well in 
my south-facing front yard. The seeds were sown in mid 
April, randomly spaced one foot apart, one inch deep, in 
small four by eight foot space of mostly Arizona clay 
with a modest amount of organic mulch. Most of the 
seeds sprouted within one week and continued to grow 
well with irrigation two to three times per week. The 
plants reached a height of 3 Yz to 4 feet with many 
branches providing a lush green shrubbery for Summer 
privacy (fig. 1). The flowers were prolific and pale 
yellow-white in color fading to purplish-pink as they 
withered. Pests were not much of a problem. White flies 
and mealy bugs were controlled by spraying the plants 
with a forceful stream of water, washing them off. I saw 
no evidence of boll worm during the growing season. As 
the bolls opened and dried out, I began picking the locks. 
The fiber was fairly lustrous for an upland cotton, very 
white, and the staple length averaged just under one 
inch. Being a perennial, the Gossypium would have 
produced flowers and bolls through late Fall. But, 
because I needed to prepare my winter flower bed, my 
final harvest of cotton came by mid September. 

Fig. 1. Matthew Dunlap, age 3Y2, next to Hopi cotton. 
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Now, you might ask, what to do with all this 
cotton? The dried bolls left on the stems make interest
ing additions to an arrangement of everlastings. The lint 
could be plucked for stuffing material or home grown 
cotton balls. When the locks are harvested as they dry 
out tLe. not leaving them on the plant until the end of the 
season) the fiber is immaculately clean. As for me, my 
first home grown, hands pun cotton was well on its way. 

I began by pulling the lint from the seeds (hand 
ginning). This is best accomplished by teasing the fiber 
away from the center of the seed and pulling firmly from 
the base where the lint is attached to the seed coat. Pull 
all around the seed, keeping the lint orderly as it is 
plucked. The idea is not to mash or wad the fibers. Just 
pluck and place to one side. Spinning homegrown, hand
ginned cotton is a unique lUXUry because commercial 
sprays and gin trash (leaf and stem matter) can be 
eliminated completely. Cotton handled this way virtually 
does not require any further preparation for spinning. 
Aligning the fibers by combing or carding makes it a 
little easier to spin a more uniform thread, but is op
tional. Carding is necessary for compressed or wadded 
lint that contains trash or dirt. The carding process opens 
up the fiber mass, allowing some of the dirt and debris to 
fall out. If left in, these will cause neps, which are small 
matted lumps of fiber that can impede drafting and affect 
the appearance of the thread/yam. 

If you're not a spinner and have come to this point, 
plucking the lint from the seeds, take some lint into your 
left hand. With your right hand (visa versa for left
handed persons), pinch a few fibers between your thumb 
and index finger and begin to twist continuously in the 
same direction by rolling the fiber between these fingers 

Seeds of Cloth 

We examine infinite complex weaves 

With humble threads. 
Some blend the finest of fibers 
To spin a creation, newly created again. 

From our ancestor's hands, roots dug, grain stored, 
Came the knowledge writ on pages anew. 

Many books give wonderful accounts 

of what passed before 
Yet, the eyes are of one, or a few. 

Yesterday's seeds still possess countless mysteries 

Which are worthy enough to explore. 

Oh we'll never regret threading errors or neps, 
As much as we will, 

The seeds that weren't kept, 
And passed on, for future generations to adore. 

-Laurel Dunlap 



(fig. 2). To build-up twist, hold the thread at the right 
end where you began throughout the sequence. At the 
end of one roll with the right thumb, bring the middle 
finger on top of the index finger and thread (fig. 3) to 
prevent unwinding. With the thread secured between the 
index and middle finger, roll the thread over the index 
finger with the middle finger while re-positioning the 
thumb to the back of the index finger where it will meet 
and secure the thread for another twist; repeating a twist, 
hold, release sequence with the thumb. Keep in mind 
that you are building kinetic energy as you build-up 
twist. The thread will kink and curl if not held taut. It's 
similar to winding the propeller of a toy plane. If you 
release the energy, you have to start all over again. As 
you build-up twist, pull continuously outward with the 
right hand, away from the fiber mass. Keep the thread 
taut, not slack, and continue to add twist (always in the 
same direction) as you pull gently further away from the 
mass. Allow the build-up twisting action to draw the 
fibers from the lightly held fiber mass in your left hand. 
The muscle tension in your left hand should always be 
less than the muscle tension in your right hand. The 
action should be free flowing in the direction of the 
thread, and not a struggle. How quickly or slowly you 
pull from the mass, and how many fibers you allow to be 
drawn into the twist, determine how fine or thick your 
thread will be. Viola! You've just spun your first thread. 
Isn't that wonderful. 

In all spinning preparations it is the built-up twist 
that gives a thread or yam its strength. All fibers have an 
optimum range of twist which is learned through 
practice. Too much or too little twist weakens the thread. 
Thus, the structure and character of the thread is created 
between the hands of the spinner. The sequence previ
ously described, outlines the necessary hand movements 
basic to spinning. An arm's length of thread can be spun 

Fig. 2.Twisting and drawing fibers. 

Fig. 3. Finger positions as twist is maintained. 

All photos by Laurel Dunlap. 
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in this manner. A drop spindle or support spindle simply 
provides a place for yam storage beyond an arm's 
length, and a flyer wheel allows for twisting and winding 
on a bobbin to occur simultaneously while both hands 
are free to shape the yarn. 

At this point, stop drafting/pulling from the fiber 
mass by pinching the thread tightly with the left hand 
where you were drafting. Build-up more twist with your 
right hand. Now, bring the two thread ends together 
maintaining slight tension at the midpoint of the thread 
(fig. 4). With the ends held together, let go of the mid 
point, allowing the thread to curl back on itself. You've 
now just made a two-ply cotton thread (fig. 5). Admit
tedly, this takes some dexterity; yet, with practice and 
persistence, is easily accomplished. This is the essence 
of discovery. Centuries ago, our ancestors, with plenty 
of human imagination and inspiration, once drew a 
thread like this. A creation, newly created again. 

Fig. 4. Maintain tension and bring ends together. 

Fig. 5. Two ply cotton thread. 

Fig. 6. Knopp/Spiral yarn of Hopi cotton. 



A true story for children who garden-

Javalinas Teach Us: Planting Song Is Not Enough 
By Rick Gagnon 

(with help from students & teachers, 
Camp Cooper, T.U.S.D.) 

It all started with an idea. Let's get something to 
grow, to care for, and that might give something back

but let's do it like the early desert people might have. So 
the man went to the children for their help. 

He told them a story about the desert people who 
lived in the desert a long time. It was from a time before 
the sun was old and the big wash was dry. The people 

knew a coyote who planted the seeds the people planted. 
Coyote didn't sing the right songs or listen to the learned 

ways of planting. He came up with a plant that lived off 
by itself and didn't give the people needed food. 

After the story the man asked for help in growing 

these plants. Plants like com, beans, and squash that 
would give them food if they cared for and learned the 

ways of planting. So first they made a song describing 
the beautiful clouds and the falling rain that they wanted 
to come. The song also described the seed being planted 
and finally a green plant climbing up out of the ground. 
The kids made the song describing these things, then 

they sang it. With the help of their teacher's guitar they 
sang and described their wishes. Before the man left he 

invited the kids to help plant the seeds. This would be in 
one week. 

THE RAIN IS COMING FROM THE CLOUDS 

THE GROUND IS SOAKING WET 

WE LIKE IT! WE LIKE IT! 
PLANT THE SEED IN THE GROUND 

THE LEA VES ARE CLIMBING 
UP THE TREE FOR SUN 

The kids came out to the field the next week. They 
sang the song before going the field. They dug and 
cleared a part of the field then sang the song again. They 
planted the seeds like the story said, then sang some 
more. Clouds were building up in the east, so they left 

the field. Then the clouds let loose a gushing storm. 

Everyone was drenched as the man continued to sing 

happily - even though the kids said there was enough 
rain. 

Two weeks later, the little plants pushed through 
the earth and into the air. Soon the first plant spread its 
two little leaves to the sun. The first plant of the field 

was born, but where were the kids to sing the first-leaf 
song?! 

Many weeks passed ... 
A squash is born. The garden was full of life. A bee 

was seen exploring a large yellow squash blossom. The 

amaranth head had turned a deep purple. The com had 

g 

pollinated and the ears were starting to fatten. The little 
bean bushes flowered and had started to fruit. There 
were small hooked pods on the devil's claw plant. Big 
green leaves, tall stalks, buzzing insects - but no 
children to sing the fruiting song! 

This mistake was noticed by a group of neighbors. 

They decided to sing and celebrate. Theirs was not a 
fruiting song, it was a harvest party! 

JAVALINA HARVEST SONG 

HARVEST TROMP 

BIG SQUASH GOES DOWN GOOD 
SPIT OUT THE STRINGY PULP 

CORN STALKS FLOW WITH JUICE 
WE TEAR OUT THEIR HEARTS 

BEANS ARE JUST 
TO TRAMPLE IN. 

NOW WE WALK OVER THE FENCE 
ONE THAT CANNOT HOLD US OUT 

WE TRAMPLE IN TO FEAST 
THEN TRAMPLE OUT TO DANCE 

THANKS FOR THE UNEXPECTED TREAT 
BIG CORN AND FAT SQUASH NEXT YEAR! 
WE DANCE IN THE SAND TO MAKE IT SO! 

Tips to Save Water 
To help seeds germinate under hot, dry condi

tions, especially very small seeds planted shallowly, 
place a thin layer of mulch (compost or straw) on 
the planted area (one straw deep). This will reduce 
the need for watering and protect seeds from the 
birds. Note that too much mulch or its use when soil 
is still cool may retard germination. During germi
nation you only need to keep the top two or three 
inches damp, but as soon as the plants are up, deep 

watering will encourage deep root development. 

More mulch should be added as the plants grow, to 

retain moisture and cool the soil. 
Basin planting is a good way to save on water 

for gourds, squash and melons because water can be 
applied just to the root area and not wasted on 
sprawling leaves where it may encourage mildew. 
Some squash may put down roots at the leaf nodes. 
Check vines for rooting by gently lifting. Encourage 
these secondary roots by spot watering. If you have 
problems with squash vine borers at the main stem, 
these secondary roots may help the plant to survive. 

-Mahina Drees & Linda Parker 



NY's 1925 Indian Garden 
Demonstration gardens of Native American crops 

is not a new idea. Witness this article reprinted from 
Indian Notes 3(3), July 1926, pp. 209-213, a publication 
of the Heye Foundation's Museum of the American 
Indian in New York, written by Melvin R. Gilmore, who 
also wrote Uses ofplants by the Indians of the Missouri 
River Region, published by the Bureau of American 
Ethnology in 1919. 

THE INDIAN GARDEN 
Last year the Museum made a beginning in the 

development of the project to establish an American 
ethnobotanical garden on the tract of land given to it by 
Mr. Archer M. Huntington in the Bronx near Pelham 
Bay Park. This project was initiated at the suggestion 
and under the direction of the writer. The cooperation of 
the National Plant, Flower, and Fruit Guild, and of the 
Nature and Garden Department of the New York Public 
Schools, was enlisted. Pupils of Public School 71, The 
Bronx, which is near the property, were allotted plots in 
which they grew certain kitchen-garden crops according 
to the regulations of the School Garden Department of 
the Board of Education. Besides their plots of common 
vegetables the children also worked the Museum demon
stration plots of cultivated crops which are of Indian ori
gin. In this way they repaid for the privileges accorded 
them by the Museum and at the same time learned 
valuable and interesting lessons in American history and 
in appreciation of the American race. 

This demonstration garden served to arouse 
enthusiastic interest among the children in things of 
American origin and did more to develop a spirit of 
patriotic pride in our country and of loyalty to it than can 
be aroused by any abstract dogmatic oral or written 
statements conceruing what is called "Americanization." 
The individual plot allocated to each pupil also served to 
propagate and foster respect for property-rights and to 
generate a feeling of emulation in worthy achievement 
and a community pride in a cooperative purpose. 

For planting of the Museum demonstration plots 
the writer provided seeds of several varieties of sweet 
corn, flour corn, flint corn, and popcorn; of beans, 
squashes and pumpkins, cultivated sunflowers, and 
tobacco, which he obtained from several different Indian 
tribes - the Seneca of New York, the Omaha of 
Nebraska, the Arikara of North Dakota, the Pawnee, who 
were originally in Nebraska, and the Winnebago, 
originally in Wisconsin. 

The youthful gardeners held a Harvest Home day in 
October, when they proudly displayed the fruits of their 
summer's labor on tables arranged under a spreading 
sweet-gum tree which grows in the garden. 

This venture of the Museum was so successful in 
spite of the handicap of many difficulties and unfavor
able conditions last year, and attracted such interest and 
attention that the idea is spreading, and organizations 
and corrmmnities in various places are planning to 
establish similar gardens in connection with their school 
or park systems or by private undertakings. 
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Introducing New Interns 
We are pleased to welcome two new Native 

Americans to our intern program. The program has 

grown to three positions, with Denise Masayesva taking 

a leave of absence to concentrate on schoolwork. 

Kevin Lee L6pez, 28, comes to us after working a 

year at Ya'ka'ama, a Native-American run native plant 

nursery in northern California. Before that he was an 

intern with High Country News, an environmental 

newspaper covering the West. A Dakotah-Sioux, Kevin 

is active with the Big Mountain Support Group, which 

helps traditional families living in the Navajo-Hopi 

disputed lands. He also plays a mean trumpet and is an 

actor currently appearing in a local production of "The 

Indian Wants the Bronx." Kevin says Native Seeds/ 

SEARCH is "a pretty exciting organization." 

Cati Carmen, 24, is a sophomore at the University 

of Arizona studying Bilingual Education and wants to 

become a "trilingual" educator in English, Spanish and 

Yoeme (Yaqui). She is Pascua Yaqui and grew up in 

California. Like Kevin, she comes to us from Ya'ka'ama 

native plant nursery, and is excited about learning more 

about southwestern native plants. On campus, she is a 

member of Students for Creative Action Now. 

Do You Demonstrate? 

That is, do you grow Native Seeds/SEARCH 

crops in a garden that is open to the public? If so, we 

want to know all about it for an upcoming Seedhead 

News article that will feature demonstration gardens. 



Hohokam Agave Status As 
Threatened Species "Warranted'; 
Still No Federal Protection 

By Gary Nabhan 

In a previous Seedhead News (No. 22), Native 
Seeds/SEARCH members were encouraged to press the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) to federally list 
the Hohokam agave (Agave murpheyi) as a threatened 
species. This plant, left feral in prehistoric Hohokam and 
Salado fields where it has persisted for 500 years, is now 
represented by less than 50 individual clones. Many are 

now threatened by urbanization, reservoir constuction, 
and recreational development. In March 1990, the 

USFWS released its determination on this species four 
months later than legally mandated. It published in the 

Federal Register that concerns about the endangerment 
of this species are warranted, but that pending actions on 
higher priority species preclude its immediate listing and 

protection. It is now considered a Category 2 candidate 

species. 
This bureaucratic double-talk - that the species is 

justifiably threatened but that the agency is too busy to 
protect it - needs to be challenged by pointed letters 
from all of us. Inside sources have indicated that the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service's political appointees have 

told botanists in at least two regional offices to avoid 
listing additional plants. It is well-known that the 
USFWS is already biased toward animals and against 

Nabhan to Return to NS/S Staff 
On Research Sabbatical 

Gary Paul Nabhan, one of the cofounders of 
Native Seeds/SEARCH, will return for a year as 

part of the staff while on sabbatical from the Desert 
Botanical Garden. This residency will begin June 1, 
1990. He will focus his efforts on research and farm 
development rather than playing a role in admini

stration or seed collection as he did when he was on 

the initial NS/S staff. With regard to research, two 

projects will be developed: 1) identification and 
analysis of native food plants with gummy fibers, 
and musilages useful in the treatment of diabetes; 

and 2) establishment and monitoring protocols for a 
wild chile botanical area for in situ conservation. 

With regard to farm development, the staff and 

board are currently negotiating for land for a 

conservation farm and training center in the Tubac
Tumacacori area south of Tucson. Gary will divide 
his time between Tucson (for coordinating projects) 
and Lukeville, Arizona (for writing time). Stay 

tuned. 
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plants in their funding priorities, even when the plants 
are more endangered. 

A case in point is that the USFWS rapidly listed 

Leptonycteris bats - the pollinators of endangered 

agaves - but has provided little real protection for the 
pollen sources themselves. Similarly, this agency has 
refused to protect the nearly-extinct Okeechobee gourds 
(see Seedhead News No. 17) in the Everglades region, 
but provides tens of thousands of dollars per year for 
studies of disjunct populations of "big game" species in 
the same region. 

These examples point out that neither the Endan
gered Species Act implementation nor the USDA's 
National Plant Germplasm system are adequately 
protecting plant genetic resources within our own 
borders, despite their lip-service that biodiversity is a 

common heritage of potential benefit to humankind. 
It is urgent that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

receive letters requesting immediate protection and study 
of Agave murpheyi. Address your letters to Sue Rutman, 
USFWS, 3616 W. Thomas Suite 6, Phoenix, AZ 85019. 

Send a copy of your letter to Native Seeds/SEARCH so 

that we can tally the number of responses. 
This native crop, as well as a newly discovered 

species agave on Tonto Basin terraces (to be named 
Agave delameteri) deserve protection as both natural and 
cultural resources. 

Sonoran Snaps 
Rodney Engard, NS/S Board Member, brought these de
licious chile-powder coated ginger snap cookies to a pot 
luck, explaining that the chile-powder replaces the sugar 
that traditionally ginger snaps have been rolled in. You 
can use your own favorite ginger snap recipe to accom
plish this, or the one that follows: 

Cream together: 
3/4 C. margarine 
Y2 C. brown sugar 
Y2 C. molasses 
1 egg 

Then add: 
2Y<1 C. flour 
2 t. baking soda 
1 Y2 t. cinnamon 
1 t. ginger 
Y2 t. cloves 

Blend well. Cover and chill for 1 hour. Shape dough 

into small (y2") round balls and roll in chile powder 
(pure ground red chile - mild or hot to your taste). 
Place on baking sheet. Heat oven to 375 degrees. Bake 8 
to I 0 minutes or just until set. Immediately remove from 
sheet. And Zowwy! 
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Native SeedS/SEARCH Notes 

1990 Seedlisting (and 1991). While planning and 
writing the 1990 Seedlisting (catalog), I was trying to 

focus on the needs of gardeners expressed to us over the 
years, and especially in last year's membership survey. 

Questions asked of me included: how do I know when to 
harvest, how do I clean the seeds, when do I plant, where 
is this from? We accomplished this by adding the 
sections on culture and seed-saving under each specific 
crop listing, and expanding the description of each item. 

We would like our Seedlisting to be a resource to 

gardeners that can be used throughout the year. So as we 

begin planning for 1991, now is a great time for your 
suggestions and comments. We'd like to hear what 
changes you recommend, questions you have, or what 
you like about our current Seedlisting. --Linda Parker 

Thank Yous. We've received two grants this year for 

general support for which we'd like to express our public 
appreciation to the Abelard Foundation and the Acorn 
Foundation (our office joke is that we will now approach 
foundations that begin with the letter "B" then "c" etc.). 

Native Seeds/SEARCH also would like to acknowl
edge donations received in the last year in the memory 
of Dennis Eugene Wikfors, Lawrence Dow Shumway, 
Ronald C. Weyrauch and William A. Bird. 

Summer Monsoon Garden Workshop. Our San Juan's 
Day plans have taken a practical tum this year with an 

opportunity to get our hands into the dirt and to ready 
our gardens for the traditional desert gardening season. 
Join us for a Summer Monsoon Garden Workshop, 
Sunday, June 24, 1990, from 7 to 9 a.m. at the Native 
Seeds/SEARCH demonstration garden (on the grounds 

of the Tucson Botanical Gardens, 2150 N. Alvernon). 

Horticulturalists/plant scientists Tom arum and Nancy 
Ferguson will be generously sharing their wisdom 
learned during many years of desert gardening. NS/S 
members $8, non-members $10. Class limited. Please 
mail check with registration form below. 
p-----------------. 

I Name(s) I 

I Address I 

I 
City, state, zip 

I 

I I 

I 
Phone 

I 

I # members @$8_ I 

I # non-members @$10_ I 
�-----------------� 
Attention AU Summer Gardeners. Sunday morning, 

June 24, 9 to 10 a.m., NS/S's catalog will be open. Save 

time and shipping costs by purchasing direct. All our 

summer seeds (com, beans, squashes, melons, devil's 
claw, cotton, herbs) will be available. 
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